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The present invention relates to an improved closure 
for a bath tub, shower or the like. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved closure which is neat and trim in appearance 
and which may be readily and accurately ?tted to the 
desired opening. 
A further object of the invention is to provide such an 

improved closure having an improved continuously ad 
justable jamb construction by means of which a wall 
channel member may be made to follow the general con‘ 
tour of the wall and a jamb member may be adjustably 
supported thereon in a straight condition, ortany other 
desired shape adapted to ?t a cooperating door channel 
member. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an improved adjustable jamb construction for an im- - 
proved closure of the above mentioned type which con 
struction greatly facilitates the installation of the closure 
and the accurate ?tting of the closure in place with a 
minimum of labor. ‘ ‘ 

Another object of the present invention is‘to provide ‘ 
an improved adjustable jamb construction of the above 
mentioned type by means of which a wall channel may 
be readily adjusted to follow any inclination or curve 
which the wall may have.‘ ‘ ‘ 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
an improved closure ‘including an improved means for 
securing the header member to the wall channel members, 
which means is concealed and provides an ‘efficient con: 
nection and a neat and trim appearance. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an‘ 

improved means for connecting the header to the wall 
channel members which requires only a single screw at 
each end of‘ the header which may be threaded into place 
from the lower side of the header byta conventional screw 
driver and does not require access to the upper side of 
the header during installation, thereby aifording a con~ 
struction which is particularly desirable where bath tub 
recess is of the conventional shape illustrated and access 
to the upper side of the header is limited at the ends. 

It is also an object of the invention to provide an im 
proved closure for a bath tub, shower or the ‘like which 
includes improved ?ller elements permitting accurate 
?tting of the closure in place and'the complete ?lling of 
spaces between the wall channel and the wall, such for 
example as those above the tile, where the ‘tile does not 
extend the full length of the wall channel. 
Other and more detailed objects of the invention will 

be apparent from a consideration of the following speci? 
cation, the appended claims, and the accompanying draw 
ings wherein: 

Figure l is an elevational veiw of a bath tub enclosure 
constructed according to the present invention; 

Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are enlarged broken sectional 
views of the construction illustrated in Figure 1, taken 
substantially along the lines 2—~2, 3-3, 4-—4, 5-5, and 
6—6 thereof, respectively; ‘ 

Figure 7 is a perspective view of one of the elements 

' of the structure illustrated in Figures 1 through 6, in 
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elusive; _ 

Figure 8 is an enlarged elevational view of that portion 
. of the structure illustrated in Figure 1 indicated by the 
circle . 8; 

Figure 9 is a broken elevational view of a shower door‘ 
construction embodying the present invention; and, 

Figures 10 and 11 are broken enlarged sectional views 
of the structure illustrated in Figure 9, taken substantially 
along the lines Ill-10 and 11-11 thereof, respectively. 

It will be appreciated from a complete understanding 
of the present invention that the improvements thereof 
may be readily embodied in structures of widely differing 
types and sizes. In an illustrative, but not in a limiting 
sense, the improvements of the present invention are 
herein illustrated and described as embodied in a bath 
tub enclosure and a shower door construction. 

Referring to the drawings, and more‘ particularly to 
Figures 1 through 8, the bath tub generally indicated at 
20 is mounted in a bathroom in the conventional manner 
in a recess proportioned to receive the tub 20 and de?ned 
in part by walls 22 and 24 at the ends of the tub. It will 
be appreciated that in a particular instance the treatment 
of the walls 22 and 24 may be the same; For illustrative 
purposes the wall 22 is shown as being of a full tile con~ 
struction, while the wall 24 is illustrated as being of a‘ 
three-quarter tile construction. The bath tub enclosure 
is generally illustrated at 26 and generally comprises a 
pair of wall channels 28 and 30 extending respectively‘ 
along the walls 22 and 24, a header 32 extending between‘ 
and locked to the wall channels 28 and St}, a pair of doors 
34 and 36 mounted on the header 32,‘ a pair of jambs 38 
and 40 individual to and secured to the wall channels 28 
and 30, and a lower rail 4-2 mounted on the upper surface 
of the side of the tub 20 at the front thereof and extend 
ing between and into the lower ends of the wall channels 
28 and 30. t ‘ 

The wall channels 28 and 30 are similar, being of left 
and right construction respectively. Accordingly, a de 
tailed description of the channel 30 only will suf?ce. It 

' is of the cross section best illustrated in Figure 6. As is 
clearly there illustrated, the Wall channels are generally ‘ 
H-shaped with straight parallel legs 44 extending out~ 
wardly and engaging the wall. At the opposite sides of 
their transverse or web portions 46 the wall channels 
have legs or flanges 48 which extend in spaced parallel 
relation and terminate at their outer ends in narrow in 
wardly turned ?anges 49. ‘The jambs 383 and 40 are also 
of similar left and right construction, and, as is also best 
illustrated in Figure 6, are generally channel~shaped, 
including a pair of spaced parallel legs 5th adapted to be 
telescopically received between the flanges d9 of the legs 
48,. a base or web portion 52 interconnecting the legs 50 
and an‘integral rib 54 disposed centrally of the base 52 
at the opposite side thereof relative to the ?anges 50 and 
extending intparallel relation to said flanges. The trans— 
verse or web portion 46 of the wall channels includes a 
central portion 56 offset inwardly, or away from the wall 
and adapted to project telescopically between the spaced 
flanges 50 of the jamb. 
The wall channel 30 has a plurality of tapped openings 

58 extending through the offset portion of the web 46 
and spaced longitudinally thereof. Sleeve-shaped adjust 
ing elements 60 having their outer surface threaded, are 
threadedly mounted in the‘ openings 58 and adjustable 

\ axially thereof by virtue of this threaded engagement. 
The jamb 40 has a plurality of openings 62 in the web 52 
spaced longitudinally thereof and disposed at one side 
of the rib 54. These openings 62 are spaced to register 
with the ‘sleeve-shaped adjusting elements 60 and are 
countersunk to receive the head of a screw 64 which 
extends through the jamb 40 and through the sleeve-shaped 
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adjustingelement 60ito~secure the wall channel 30 and 
jambgllluto the,,wa11.24. .A conventional securing, device, 
such for example, as the lead, shield 66 is mounted in the 
wall 24 for receiving and co-operating with the screw 64. 
The ‘sleeve-shaped .adj.usting.element.~60 hasannannular 
bearing surface 68 at one end thereof as best seendrrthe 
perspective, view. in: Figure- 7 . which- engages. the inner side 
of. the. web portion: 52 .of, the: jamb 40 around: the aperture 
62. A conical tapering surface 70 is disposed between 
andconnects the bore 72. of; the adjusting .elementvtillrw'vith 
the just mentionedannular bearing surface 63 to provide 
clearance preventing. interference ofv the adjusting element 
607withthe engagement of the screw‘head/with, jamb 40 
in the, countersunk portion of. the aperture 62-. The-diam 
eter of the aperture 62in the. jamb/40 isvsuf?cientlyilarger 
than. the diameter of the- bore'72 ofthe adjusting element 
60 toepermit .rotation of . the adjusting element 60‘ for 
threading it inwardlyor outwardly through theopening 58 
in the web.46 of ‘the wall channel 30=by means of a con 
ventional screw/driver toolyextending. through the opening 
62 as hereinafterdescribed. .The adjusting-element 60. is 
provided with diametrically opposed radially extending 
slots 7.4,.see Figures 6 and 7, ad'aptedto receive the screw 
driver. tool. Byv virtue ofthe fact thatfthe diameter of the 
aperture 62 inthejamb 40 is larger than ‘the diameter 
ofthe bore 72in the adjustingelement 60, a screw driver 
toolof the proper size may be inserted throughthe aper 
ture, 62 after removal of the screw 64, and engaged in the 
radially inner portions of theopposed slots 74 for effecting 
rotation of the adjusting/elements 60 Without removal of 
the jamb 40. ' 

From- the foregoing it will be appreciated that to install 
the'.wall channelst28rand 30 and the jambs 38- and'40, it 
isnecessary only to locate the lead shields 66 in the walls 
22 and 24, position the wall channels 28 and 30 with the 
adjusting elements 60 mounted therein and aligned with 
the lead shields 66, position the jamb members 38 and 40 
between the ?anges 49 and legs 48 of the vwall channels 
andsecure the assembled wall channels, jarnbs and adjust 
ing elements in place by means of the screws 64. Proper 
?tting of the Wall‘channels 28yandf30 to the walls 22 and 
24 and shaping of the jambs 38 and 40 to ?t the adjacent 
portion of the doors 34 and 36 may then be readily effected 
by makingthe necessary adjustments of the adjusting ele 
ments 60. This proper ?tting is facilitated in the appli 
cant’s preferred construction-by forming the .wall channels 
and jambs of a soft ?exible material such as extruded 
aluminum. As indicated above, a change of the adjust 
ment of a particular adjusting element 60 may be readily 
effected-by removing the screw 64 passing therethrough 
and turning the adjusting element 60 with'a conventional 
screw driver. Removal of the jamb is ‘not necessary, and 
after adjustment of the element 60, the screw64 may be 
replaced and tighteneddown to determine whether'further 
adjustment is required. By means of these adjustments 
the jambs >38 and 40 maybe disposed perfectly straight or 
otherwise shaped so that they will afford a properi?t with 
the doors 34 and 36, while the wall channels may be 
deformed as necessary to ?t the Walls 22and 24. 
Referring to Figure l, the left hand side thereof illus 

trates a wall which is slightly out of line and it will be 
noted that the jamb 38"projects outwardly" of the wall 
channel 28 substantially further at the bottom thereof than 
at the top. At the right handside of Figure 1 it is ‘illus 
trated that the wall channel may be bowed if ~necessary. 
to ?t a correspondingly-shapedwall 24jandv in theadjusted 
position there illustrated, the jamb 40 has a minimumpro 
jection outwardly of the wall channel 30 at the center 
portion thereof and has a greater projection outwardly‘ of 
the wall channel 30 at the top and bottom of the‘ with 
channel. It will be appreciated that anydesired contour 
may be given to the wall channeljto make-it ?t thecontour 
of ‘ the wall upon which it is mounted’ and' by proper 
adjustment of the adjusting elements 6.0, the jambmay be 
maintained perfectly straight, or‘adjusted to any shape or 
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inclination that will result in a neat, continuous contact 
with. the-adjacent. part of. the door 34or36. 

It will be noted that in the construction illustrated in 
the drawings the proportions of the wall channels, the 
jambs and the adjusting elements are so related that a 
maximum adjustment is provided. When the jamb is in 
a fully retracted position with its web portion ?ush with 
the ?anges 49, the adjustingelenients 60 almost abut the 
wall and when thevjarnb ,is'in, its fully (extended position, 
the outer, or right‘hand end, portion of- the adjusting ele 
ment 60, as viewcdinlFigure;6,threadedly engages the 
web portion of the wall channel. 

Referring‘ to the rightehand side of Figure l, itwill be 
noted that in mountingthenwall“channel on a bathroom 
wall of the three-quarter tile construction there illustrated, 
it is necessary to provide a suitable ?ller between the wall 
24 and the wall. channel 30 above the tiled portion of the 
wall. For this purpose the applicant has developed a ?ller 
76 which'is best illustrated in'Figures '1, ‘5 and'8. fThis 
?ller is of channel shape, including leg portions-7 8 adapted 
to be aligned with and form continuations of theleg por 
tions 44‘. of the wall channel 30 and a transverseor web 
portion 80 which is offset so that the inner surface 82‘ of 
the web portion 80 is vdisposed in the plane of the-adjacent 
edges 8*4pofythe legs 78. ‘The width of the offset web 
portion 80' is adapted to telescopically ?t between the legs 
44 of the wall channel'30 to-position the wall channel and 
the ?ll channel‘76 against relative transverse movement. 
By constructingthery?ll channel with the above described 
shapeor ‘with thesurfvace 82 inwardly or to the left of the 
edges 84 as viewed in'Figure ‘5, the forming of the?ll 
channel to ?t curved surfaces, such as that normally 
encountered'atlthe top of, he ‘tile is ‘ greatly simpli?ed. 
Itwillbe'notedfromjF'gures 1 and'8 that to fit‘ the curved 
upper surface of the tilelitlis ‘necessary for the ?ll channel 
to come to a sharp point indicated at'86 at the point where 
the tile curves away'from the wall channel 30. A ?ll 
channel of the construction above described may be readily 
shaped to- provide; such, a point merely by-cutting or ?llng 
away alportionof the legs 78. It is‘not necessary in this 
constructionto?le or cutaway. anypart ofjthe offset web 
80 since this web portion 80 ?ts within thewallwchannel 
andneed not betaperedto a ?ne point. As illustrated 
inthe drawings, it will be appreciated thatmore than ‘one 
?ller channel 76lrnay be used ifv required, and‘ that because 
of the just describedieonstructionof these ?lls theyreadily 
inter?t'with one anotherjin the same manner as they 
inter?t with. the. wall: channel. 

The .header 32 of the improved bath tub enclosurew26 
is of thecross section best illustrated in Figures 2 and 4. 
The overalllwidthof the header‘32is. substantially equal 
to the width between the.legs._48 of the wall channel 30. 
Accordingly, hyforming ‘the walls channels 28 and30 
with a portion. of the?anges _49.r_emoved from theupper 
end thereoflthe ends Ofthe header 32 maybe received 
between .thechannellegs48. The header'32 has apair 
of spaced parallel :wall surfaces 88 which ‘are vertically 
disposed when the header 32,is in place and WhlCh are 
bounded at theirupperjand lower extremities by horizon 
tallyiextending ‘(shoulders 90 and-.92. The opposite ends 
of the headerlm32taresecurely locked; in place by means 
ofa ‘key-or. lockingtplate-94 adapted to ?t between the 
surfaces 88 and simultaneously engage these surfaces 
and the shoulders :90 and 92. To provide greater 
strength-fondle locking-plate-94, it is channel-shaped and 
has leg portions .96 extending along the surfaces .88 
within the header 32 andengaging the shoulders 90 and 
92. The locking plates 94 are inserted in the ends of 
the-header 32 prior to :theaplacing of-the header in posi 
tion and the close'?t of the plates'94 between the-surfaces 
88 and the shoulde1_‘s;90 and '92 holds them in place dur 
ing assembly. Once ‘the header'is in place, the locking 
plates v94 are anchored to the wall‘ channels 728 and 30 
by screws 98 extending through apertures provided cen 
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trally of the locking plates 94 and threading into tapped 
openings 100 provided in the web portions 46 of the 
wall channels 28 and 30. It will thus be seen that in 
?nal assembled position, the header is supported on the 
?anges 49, is held against lateral movement by the legs 
48 and locked against upward movement by the keys 
94. . 

The header 32 is generally of hollow rectangular cross 
section and is provided with a slot 102 centrally disposed 
and extending longitudinally of its lower wall. The doors 
34 and 36 are supported on the header 32 as hereinafter 
described by means extending upwardly into the header‘ 
through the slot 102. This slot also permits the screws 
98 which anchor the locking plates 94 to the Web 46 of ‘ 
the wall channels 28 and 30 to be set in place and tight~ 
sued by a conventional screw driving tool having a shank 
of a length su?‘iciently great so that the screws 98 may 
be tightened in place while the handle portion of the 
screw driver is below the header 32. It will be ap 
preciated that in doing this it is necessary that the screw 
driver be disposed at an angle relative to the screw 98 and, 
accordingly, it is found preferable to use for the screws 
98, screws of the type commonly known as cross-recess 
head screws, having a cross-shaped recess in their heads. 
The doors 34 and 36 are of similar construction and 

comprise a glass 104 which is supported in a frame corn 
prising four glass channels 106, 108, 110 and 112. 
Each of these glass channels has a recess in which is ‘re 
ceived a channel-shaped rubber moulding 114 which'?ts 
over the marginal portions of the glass 104. Referring ‘ ~ 
to Figure 2, the glass channel 112 extending along the 
upper edge of the door 36 has a vertically upwardly ex~ 
tending ?ange 116 which projects upwardly through the 
slot 102 in the lower wall of the header 32 and‘ carries 
a plurality of rollers 118 preferably supported on ball 
bearings (not shown). These rollers 118 roll along 
a supporting track 128 provided in the header 32 at one 
side of the slot 102. The door 34 is similarly supported 
on rollers moving in a supporting track 122 similar to the 
track 120 and disposed at the opposite side of the slot 
102. 

Referring to Figure 3, the glass channel 110 at the lower 
edge of the door 36 has a short downwardly extending 
?ange 124 which projects into a co-operating recess 126 
formed in and extending longitudinally of the lower rail 
42 to provide a guide preventing excessive movement of 
the lower portion of the door transversely of the rail 42, 
thereby preventing the door from swinging about its 
support on the header 32. The glass channels 186 and 
108 at the opposite sides of the door 36 are similar to 
the channels 110 and 112 but have no ?anges correspond 
ing to the ?anges 124 or 116. The outer surface of the 
channel 186 is adapted to abut the web portion 52 of 
the jamb 48 at the inner, or upper side of the rib 54, 
as viewed in Figure 6. It will be appreciated that the 
corresponding side channel of the door 34 abuts the web 
portion 52 of the jamb 38 at the outer side of the rib 54. 
By virtue of the above described construction permitting 
alignment and shaping of the jambs 38 and 40 so that 
they are shaped to ?t the doors 34 and 36 independently 
of the irregular contours of the walls 22 and 24, it will 
be appreciated that the doors 34 and 36 will accurately 
and closely in against the jambs 38 and 40. 

~Referring to Figure 3, a plurality of apertures 128 
are provided in the lower rail 42 connecting the recess 
126 with the inner side of the rail 42. These apertures 
128 permit any water running down the door 36 and 
collecting in the recess 126 to drain back into the bath 
tub 20. Other apertures 130 are also provided in the 
rail 42 connecting the recess 126 and a second recess 
132 corresponding to the recess 126 and for co-operation 
with the door 34. This recess 132 receives a ?ange 
corresponding to the ?ange 124 and collects any water 
running down the inner side of the outer door 34. The 
apertures 130 permit water collecting in the recess 132 to 
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‘drain into the recess 126 and thence through the apertures 
128 into the tub 20. 
The doors 34 and 36 may be provided with any suitable 

handles, such as those represented as 134 inrFigure 1. 
Figures 9, 10 and 11 illustrate a modi?cation of the 

present invention and show how certain of the improve 
ments of the present invention may be embodied in a 
shower door construction. The shower enclosure shown 
in these ?gures is generally designated by the reference ‘ 
character 140 and comprises a pair of wall channels 142 
and 144 which carry jambs 146 and 148 adjustably mount 
ed thereon, and the door generally indicated at 150 which 
is pivotally supported on the jamb 148 as hereinafter de- . 
scribed. The wall channels 142 and 144 are similiar in 
construction to the above described wall channels 28 
and 30, having legs 152 extending along and engaging 
the walls 154 and 156 but do not have inwardly ‘turned 
?anges corresponding to the ?anges 49 of the above 
described wall channels 28 and 30. The transverse or 
web portions have an offset central portion 158 in which 
are provided a plurality of vertically spaced horizontally 
extending threaded apertures 160 in which are received 
sleeve-shaped adjusting elements 162 similar to the ele 
ments 60 above described. The jambs 146 and 148 
are generally h-shaped and include spaced parallel legs 
164 adapted to be telescopically received between the 
spaced parallel legs 166 of the wall channels 142 and 
144, corresponding to the legs 48 of the above described 
wall channels 28 and 30 to telescopically ?t over the 
thickened portion 158 of the Wall channel web. The 
jambs 14-6 and 148 have inwardly extending ?anges 168 
at their rear or upper sides, as viewed. in Figure 11, 
which project in the opposite direction from the legs 
164 and are aligned with the rear one of these legs. The 
?ange 168 on the jamb 146 provides a jamb or stop 
limiting the pivotal movement of the door 150. The 
jamb 148 differs from the jamb 146 in that at the front 
or lower edge of the transverse or web portion 170 it 
has a plurality of forwardly and outwardly extending 
projections 172 for providing a hinge connection of the 
door 150 to the jamb 148. These projections have 
vertically disposed aligned apertures extending longi 
tudinally therethrough and are uniformly spaced to re 
ceive cooperating hinge part projections carried by the 
door 150. 
The jambs 146 and 148 have apertures 174 similar to 

the above described apertures 62 spaced therealong for 
receiving the heads of the screws 176 similar to the screws 
64. The adjusting elements 162 function in the same 
manner as the adjusting elements 60 to permit disposition 
of the Wall channels 142 and 144 to follow the contour 
of the walls 154 and 156 while maintaining the jambs 146 
and 148 straight and vertically disposed or otherwise 
shaped as required to closely ?t the adjacent portion of 
the door 150. As in the above described bath tub en 
closure, the screws 176 may be anchored in the walls 154 
and 156 by means of lead shields 178 or other suitable 
devices. 
The shower door 150 comprises a glass 180 carried by 

glass channels 182, 184, 186 and 188 which have recesses 
mounting channel-shaped rubber strips 190 which receive 
and overlie the marginal portions of the glass 180. The 
glass channels 184 and 186, at the top and bottom of the 
door and the glass channel 182 at the side of the door 
opposite its hinged support, or the left hand side as viewed 
in Figures 9 and 11, are similar in construction to the 
glass channels 106 and 108 at the opposite sides of the 
doors 36 and 34. The channel 188 at the right hand side 
of the door, as viewed in Figure 9, differs from the chan 
nels 182, 184 and 186 in that at the front or lower right 
hand corner of the channel, as viewed in Figure 11, the 
channel 188 has a series of equally spaced hinge projec 
tions 191 extending outwardly and forwardly therefrom. 
These projections 191 have vertically disposed aligned 
apertures extending longitudinally therethrough and are 
proportioned to inter?t with the projections 172 on the 



iatnhalet?itotntevidea hinss-iconnestion between the-ism!) 
148 andthe door 150. An elongated-pivot pin 132, ex 
tends through .thealisnedapsrtures vin the smieqiqm 1-91 
on the door channelHIS‘SHand. theprojectionS 172 on, the 
jarnb ‘.148; A ‘suitable. handle, such as that illustrated at 
19A. in Eignre 8..‘may be pronidedonthedoor 150. The 
shower. enclosure alsoincludes “a suitable yieldable latch 
carried. by the door 150. and co-‘operating keeper means 
ontlie .jajnb 7146.,Which maybe of any suitable design and 
are generally represented. fat. 196. To prevent water run 
ningdown the inner surface of the door 150 from being 
drainedoutsideof'the shower enclosure when the door is 
opened, thedooris provided‘with adrain plate 198 which 
is ‘fastonedto, thebottom of the lower glass channel 186 
by: screws‘. ‘200-. and extends generally horizontally and. 
slightly. downwardly ‘and-inwardly therefrom. The drain 
plate ‘198.:is formedisvo that the portion inwardly of the 
channel 186 slopes slightly downwardly toward the right 
so thateyen when .rtheldoor is open water draining out of 
thc;pl_ate.¢19,8;frlom.the door 150.will.?ow along the plate 
and’ into ‘the shower. enclosure. 

Figure 9,..attheleft illustrates the special case of a 
wall154 which is plumb and the jarnb 1456 is shown fully 
retractedlinto the wall channel 142. The right hand side 
of Figure 9 shows the wall 156 inclined. to the vertical 
and the ,jamb' 148partially extended from the wall chan' 
nel as best illustrated in Figure 11. 

While only two. speci?c embodiments of the invention 
have been illustrated and described herein, it will be 
readily appreciated by‘those skilled in the art that numer 
ousjrnodi?cations and changesmay be made without de— 
parting from the-.spiritof the invention. 
Whatis claimed is: 
1. In arclosure for abath tub, shower or the like, having 
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a wall- .chasnsl member .edantetl to extend alone-a .wall 
and-haying at rtiqndisrqhdis snasedrrel?tiéntp the 
wall, _,a a?ll’ channel, ‘for ?lling thezspace between ‘the wall 
and the wall channel ‘member and adapted to .nest with 
said-wall channel,‘ said ?ll channel havingspacedparallel 
leg portions adapted to form continuations’, of the legs of 
the wall channel member, and a web portion integrally’ 
connecting said leg. portions of said ?ll channel and offset 
therefrom so that said leg ‘portions may be lorrned to a 
sharp- point at the edgethereof adjacent the web. portion 
to ?t over a curved wall portion without interference from 
the offset part of the web portion. 

2. In a closure for abath tub,’ shower or the like, having 
a wall channel member adapted to extend along a wall 
andhaving a portiondisposed in spaced relation to the 
wall, a ?ll channel for ?lling the spacevbetween the wall 
and the wall channel member and adapted to nest-with 
said wall channel, said?ll channelhaving spaced parallel 
leg portions and a web portion integrally connecting said 
legportions and offset relative thereto so that each leg 
portion is disposed wholly to one side of a plane-including 
the inner face of the offset part. ofthe web portion. " I 
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